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An initiative from United Nations Association of Australia, South Australia and co-presented with
the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom, this event will examine the recently adopted UN
Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons.
Since the world first witnessed the devastating power of nuclear weapons, many have waited for a global
treaty to ban nuclear weapons, with the hope that this will eventually lead to the elimination of all nuclear
arms.
The very destructiveness of nuclear weapons makes them unusable for ethical and military reasons, which is
why the world has placed growing restrictions on a full range of nuclear programs and activities. Despite
these, the five Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT) powers are failing to disarm and other countries are acquiring
the bomb – meaning that arms control efforts have stalled, while the nuclear risks continue to climb. At the
same time, public awareness of the catastrophic humanitarian consequences of nuclear war has grown.
These factors have encouraged the UN to move to adopt a new treaty to ban the bomb.
Earlier this year, delegates from 122 countries voted in favour of a treaty that would ban the development,
testing, building, acquisition, possession, transfer or threatened use of nuclear weapons. The treaty will
enter into legal force if 50 states ratify the deal.
This event will outline the significance of the treaty, and the challenges for both supporters and proponents
of the treaty. Our speakers will explain how the treaty is likely to have a significant normative impact stigmatising the possession, use and threat of use of nuclear weapons. They will also examine how the
treaty may serve as a tool for civil society – mobilising domestic and world public opinion against the
doctrine of nuclear deterrence.
Presented by The Bob Hawke Prime Ministerial Centre, United Nations Association of Australia, South
Australia and the Women's International League for Peace and Freedom
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